HOW TO PARTICIPATE IN THE 2020 GIVING CHALLENGE

Use this handy flow chart to ensure your nonprofit organization has taken the necessary action steps to participate in the 2020 Giving Challenge from Noon to Noon on April 28-29th.

NOTE: Every time your organization’s status in The Giving Partner or the Giving Challenge changes, your organization’s admin will receive an alert email.

THE GIVING PARTNER

UPDATE PROFILE IN THE GIVING PARTNER

UPDATE SUBMISSION DEADLINE:
By 5:00 PM EST FEB 28, 2020

GIVING PARTNER PROFILE MISSING INFORMATION
Dashboard status will read “Reverification Pending”

Your Profile is still missing information.
Refer to Checklist

GIVING PARTNER PROFILE IS VERIFIED CURRENT
Dashboard status will read “Approved”

Your Profile in The Giving Partner is not up to date.
Refer to Checklist

THE GIVING CHALLENGE

APPLY TO PARTICIPATE IN THE GIVING CHALLENGE
APPLICATION DEADLINE:
By 5:00 PM EST FEB 28, 2020
Dashboard status will read “Pending Status”

*CFSC TEAM REVIEWS THE GIVING PARTNER PROFILE
Dashboard status will read “Reverification (In Review)”

*CFSC TEAM REVIEWS GIVING CHALLENGE APPLICATION

GIVING CHALLENGE APPLICATION DOES NOT YET MEET REQUIREMENTS
Dashboard status will read: “Needs Further Review”

GIVING CHALLENGE APPLICATION APPROVED
Dashboard status will read “Approved”

Your page is now live

*CFSC review process has begun & will continue through March. Please be patient during review process.